This article describes a new approach for producing highly realistic visualizations that are interactively cuttable by utilizing the programmability of the graphics rendering pipeline. It combines interactively changing scalar-field derived mesh geometry with static mesh geometry that contains additional lighting terms created offline using three-dimensional modeling software packages. This improves visual realism of surgical simulations whilst enabling more efficient surface representations for interactive areas of the same model, in this case the newly formed surface created when interactively cutting a model. The boundary between the interactively cut surface (generated from the scalar field), and the remaining surface triangles of the static model, is jagged and unrealistic when un-enhanced. Here we describe a method for blending the two models using a simple bleeding effect along the cut edge. This allows the cut edge and the internal cut surface to blend and thereby conceals unrealistic and distracting jagged cut edges. The bloodied edge is more realistic than an unmodified hard edge, which improves the quality of the simulation overall. Moreover, as the available processing power increases the resolution that can be achieved will increase and should allow this method to be extended for slice cutting simulation.
Introduction
Virtual reality (VR) surgical simulations require interactive simulations of tissue that are not only visually realistic, but also capable of responding to user interactions such as palpation, pulling, cutting and tearing in a realistic manner. Many existing tissue simulation approaches are limited in the level of visual realism they can achieve whilst supporting these interactions. Hybrid approaches to tissue simulation enable developers to choose mesh representations for different systems within a single tissue model with greater independence. Here we use the term hybrid to refer to an interactive tissue simulation system composed of two triangular surface meshes: (1) a surface mesh that is optimized offline that includes additional lighting terms for each vertex that improve the visual realism of their shading in real-time; and (2) a dynamically changing isosurface of an aligned scalar-field (matching voxel model) that maintains a closed model where tissue has been cut away. Rather than reducing shading realism to the lowest common denominator dictated by the interactive parts of the model, the approach described herein maintains the highest possible visual realism whilst catering to the geometry that is output by the interactive tissue system where the user cuts the tissue interactively.
Our hybrid model is derived from patient computed tomography (CT) scans and highly optimized using threedimensional (3D) modeling packages that are commonly used in the digital effects and digital entertainment industries. The optimized surface mesh is used to generate a matching scalar field. A detailed description of our process is available in Ruthenbeck et al. 1 Realistic rendering of glossy surfaces with detailed specular highlights relies on tangent-space calculation of rendering terms. 2 Just like normal vectors, tangent vectors and bi-tangent (bi-normal) vectors can be generated from detailed geometry to create detailed 3D models with coarser tessellation than would otherwise be possible (refer to Section 4 for a brief description of bi-tangents). Detailed normal maps can be created using 3D modeling packages such as Z-brush (Pixologic) and Mudbox (Autodesk). The coarse mesh geometry can then be handled in more conventional 3D modeling packages, such as 3D Studio Max (Autodesk) and Maya (Autodesk), where the mesh can be further enhanced. Tangent vectors and bi-tangent vectors can be generated using the modeling software, or computed when the mesh is loaded by some simulation engines (for example, the Ogre 3D opensource graphics engine 3 ). These vectors are then used in the shading algorithms (shaders) used to perform real-time rendering of the mesh within the interactive simulation. Calculation of the tangent and bi-tangent vectors is only beneficial when used to enhance well-formed meshes such as those created by a 3D artist using the aforementioned packages. Less well-formed meshes do not benefit from the additional accuracy in shading and specular highlights afforded by these additional lighting terms. Also, interactively changing topology requires that these additional terms be re-computed during interaction, a performancecritical part of VR surgical simulations, further reducing the maximum resolution of interactive tissue models. Consequently, most interactive tissue models do not use these lighting terms despite their importance in detailed rendering of subtle textural variations of glossy surfaces, as are commonly encountered in surgical contexts.
In this article we present a new method for concealing the boundary between cut parts of the surface, which have no tangents or bi-normals (needed for tangent-space processing of shading parameters for anisotropic reflectance models 4 and hence accurate specular highlights for bumpmapped 3D models 5 ), and un-cut parts of the surface that do have these terms to produce optimally realistic rendering of an interactively cuttable tissue model. Since the cut surface in our application simulates the bloodied, rough soft tissue surface created by a debrider surgical instrument (see Figure 1 ), the loss in render quality across this part of the surface we treat as inconsequential. Our method efficiently maintains these two mesh types side-by-side, whilst additionally using texture-based blood effects to conceal the boundary between the two surfaces.
Related work
Early work by Basdogan et al. 6 generates ''auxiliary faces'' to conceal cut edges and simulate bleeding. The focus of this work was simplifying simulation of cutting and blood flow by reducing the geometry onto a twodimensional (2D) surface, equivalent to working in texture-space. Their blood flow simulation would enhance our blood effect, particularly if flowing blood were emitted from the cut edge. Conversely, our approach addresses the performance limitations of their approach by exploiting the versatility (programmability) of today's graphics processing hardware to remove the need for a geometry database.
Cotin et al.'s 7 hybrid cuttable tissue model combines a tetrahedral mass-spring-based cuttable model of tissue with pre-animated tissue deformations to add realism to the mechanical behavior of the tissue model. More recently, 8 one of the originators of the aforementioned tissue model has extended the model to include separate ''skin'' surface and internal ''cut'' surface shading, but without edge concealment using bleeding or the visual realism achieved herein.
Harders et al. 9 describe an adaptive tessellation scheme and mechanical simulation system that incorporates realistic shading. Their adaptive tessellation scheme maintains a clean edge between the skin and the cut surface. Our described method contributes a shader-based bleeding effect that could further improve the realism of their system.
Methods

Overview
Surgical simulations require interactive tissue models capable of simulating the effect of different surgical instruments. Our sinus surgery simulation 1 (see Figure 2 ) required a tissue model that allows the user to use a Microdebrider (see Figure 1 ) to remove tissue interactively via volumetric cutting. Further, the tissue simulation must be capable of depicting subtle variations in the appearance of tissue, for example the appearance of polyps versus the normal adjoining mucosa (soft tissue covering inside the sinus cavity).
Our tissue simulation combines a surface mesh with a matching voxel model to create a visually realistic model (which is free of any constraints on visual realism) that can be interactively volumetrically cut 10 whilst providing accurate tactile feedback via a Sensable Phantom Omni haptic device ( Figure 3 ). 
Model preparation
The process used to prepare the interactively cuttable model is summarized in Figure 4 . Initial models are prepared using a process that uses patient magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan images, and processed using Simpleware's ScanIP software package. This model was further developed by a 3D artist using 3DSMax and Pixelogic's ZBrush. 1 The remaining processing performed to create the interactively cuttable tissue model is described below.
Voxel model creation.
Our cuttable tissue simulation uses a voxel model for haptic rendering and cut surface creation that is formed using a variant of the marching cubes algorithm. 10 Hence we require a voxel model that matches the surface mesh model used for high-quality real-time rendering.
The 3D surface mesh that is used for the surgical simulation has been processed and subtly modified by the 3D artist such that its topology is not exactly consistent with the MRI scan data (structures may be moved slightly, and the cumulative effect of creating a clean mesh ready for high-quality rendering shifts surfaces slightly and removes hard edges, where some may need to be preserved). The patient scan data cannot be used because, once pressed, it no longer consistently matches the surface mesh model. Hence, we must generate an accurate voxel model from the surface mesh. A matching voxel model was generated using our custom-built tool. It is similar to existing methods, namely those presented by Fang and Chen 11 and Zhang et al. 12 This tool performs the bulk of the processing on the graphics processing unit (GPU). Initially a binary voxel model is generated; this is then down-sampled to a lower resolution scalar field by simply summing the sets of binary voxels spanned by the representative region of each of the coarser voxels.
Alignment.
Further, at this point we also re-orient the voxel model to a convenient orientation with simple command-line tools developed by the author that flip or swap any the voxel model along any orthogonal axis.
Another custom-developed tool was used to manually scale and align the detailed surface mesh with the voxel model (scalar field). The alignment tool renders each model superimposed and allows fine control of their respective location, orientation and scale. These parameters are then exported.
The cuttable tissue simulation
The interactive tissue simulation allows volumetric removal of tissue whilst delivering accurate tactile feedback of heterogeneous material. However, since we use a real-time isosurfacing algorithm to maintain a closed surface mesh that is efficiently synchronized with the GPU, this hybrid surface mesh approach introduces a seam between the cut and the original un-cut surfaces.
Volumetric tissue removal (cutting)
Each triangle of the original detailed mesh is associated with a voxel of the scalar field in a map data-structure. This is used to efficiently retrieve the indices of affected triangles during interactive cutting (volume removal) of the interactive tissue model. The process used is summarized in Figure 5 .
Within the cut-volume (excluding the overlap region), triangles of the original detailed mesh are deleted interactively by setting the vertex indices to point to a single point ( Figure 6 ). These indices are retrieved from the map data structure, and hence minimal processing is required. This results in jagged edges where original triangles reach beyond the edge of triangles associated with changed voxels (see Section 3). To ensure that the cut surface merges well with the remaining detailed surface mesh we expand the cut surface generation by slightly more than the edgelength of the largest triangle of the original detailed model (the largest is pre-determined offline). We refer to this as the Overlap Region. In this way we maintain a closed surface during interactive cutting.
When cutting is performed, vertices of triangles within the Overlap Region are flagged (EdgeFlag is set to 1.0, see Code Listing 1) to enable a different shading effect to be applied that helps to conceal the jagged edges formed during cutting. The flag is stored in the fourth element of the vertex position data structure. By including it in the vertex buffer that is streamed to the GPU shader programs for render processing, the flag values are interpolated. This produces softened edges of the bloodied parts of the model in the Overlap Region when the pixel-shader receives the rasterized per-pixel values derived from the vertex positions (and the flag value) output by the vertex-shader.
Concealing edges with a shader-based blood effect
Triangle vertices are stored in a 3D data-structure. We append a fourth element that defines the ''bloodiness'' of each point. When triangles are updated along the border between the cut surface (an isosurface generated from the voxel scalar field that is altered during cutting) and the remaining parts of the original detailed mesh, we assign a set the EdgeFlag to 1. This data is streamed to the GPU as part of the conventional vertex data stream (via the vertex buffer) where it is processed into the final rendered pixels of the screen-buffer. We use a scalar (type float) rather than a Boolean or integer flag to enable this value to be interpolated by the rasterizer. This provides the smooth transition from bloodied to clean when a triangle consists of vertices that are both edge-spanning and non-edge-spanning. Code Listing 1 shows how the specular highlight texture color and the diffuse texture color are overridden for all pixels that have an interpolated EdgeFlag value greater than 0.5. The modified constants are then used for the remainder of the shader calculation of pixel color. We use the lerp intrinsic function to blend from the texture-based diffuse color to the blood color. The fragment shader program is written in the High Level Shader Language (HLSL), which we use with Microsoft's DirectX 11 libraries. The graphics pipeline (executed on the GPU) rasterization stages interpolate towards preset blood colors (diffuse color, and specular lighting coefficients for a glossy/wet appearance) based on the bloodiness-coefficient value to give the rich glossy red appearance of newly emitted blood along the cut surface border (in the Overlap Region).
Results
The tissue simulation system has been developed in C++ for Windows using the DirectX11 graphics libraries and HLSL shader programs (Microsoft's HLSL). The surgical simulation application for which the tissue simulation was developed is an endoscopic sinus surgery training simulation, specifically for simulating a polypectomy of the middle-turbinate of the central sinuses.
In addition to the visually realistic cuttable tissue model, we also developed a GPU-based (using NVidia's CUDA) boundary element method simulation (damped mass-spring) that responds to contact from the surgical instrument. Figures 9 and 10 show cuts to the same part of the same model, with ( Figure 10 ) and without ( Figure 9 ) the bloodied overlap region (edge concealment) shading effect. Notice that the seam joining the two meshes is far less obvious when the triangles in the overlap region have the shading effect applied. This is highlighted in Figure 7 where the original model is shaded in green, and the cut surface is shaded in yellow. Figure 8 shows the effect using blue blood to highlight where it is applied. The original mesh (which is optimized for maximum visual realism) is composed of relatively large triangles (see Figure  11 ), whereas the cut surface uses finer, more regular tessellation because it is generated from the dynamically changing voxel (scalar field) of the tissue interior. The tessellation of each mesh can be varied independently. In our application we use coarser tessellation of the original mesh to enable us to simulate surface deformations in real-time (an isosurface of the entire model is too complex for simulating deformations in real-time and cannot achieve the same rendering quality, as shown in Figure 12) .
A more recent implementation of the shading algorithm better highlights the significance of the tangent-space lighting computations' contribution to accurate specular highlights on wet surfaces (shown in Figure 12 ) using the same surface mesh and textures as in previous figures.
Discussion
Conclusions
We have successfully developed and demonstrated a new method of mesh hybridization that enables offlinegenerated meshes containing additional terms (namely surface tangent and bi-tangents (bi-normals)), which are critical for accurate bump-mapping and detailed specular highlights, to be combined with interactively generated surface geometry with added realism. In addition, we also describe a simple new method for adding blood along the junction between two mesh types that is performed in the pixel-shader (aka fragment-shader) of the programmable graphics pipeline. Since this technique uses triangle Code Listing 1. Pixel-shader code fragment (in High Level Shader Language) for adding the blood effect to pixels spanning edges. deletion only, it has performance and algorithmic complexity advantages over more complex methods that require re-tessellation (decimation) along cut edges.
Bi-tangents
Bi-tangents (sometimes referred to as bi-normals) are used to define a coordinate system (tangent-space coordinates) from the surface's frame of reference. This enables normal maps to be used to offset interpolated surface normals accurately for any region of a surface. Bi-tangents are the third orthogonal vector in the set containing the surface normal and an arbitrarily selected tangent (usually aligned with the U-axis of the texture coordinates) (see Figure 13 ). In other words, bi-tangents are calculated by performing the cross-product of the surface normal and the U-axisaligned tangent vector. Modern graphics rendering pipelines, in particular the shader fragment programming languages they support, include semantics for tangents and bi-tangents (bi-normals). This enables the graphics pipeline to perform accurate interpolation of these values during rasterization on the GPU. Without the use of bitangents, normal maps would need to be stored in another reference frame, for example object-coordinates, thereby reducing precision and increasing the amount of processing required during rendering. the vertex is not within the cut-border and is easily overcome by expanding the cut-border. However, we chose to maintain coarser tessellation and a minimal cut-border to more clearly demonstrate that the high visual realism is possible without fine tessellation. Figure 8 shows a visual artifact that occurs when the generated cut surface geometry is outside the original mesh (region A). This artifact is only obvious when the blood color does not match the color applied to the cut surface. It can be minimized by carefully matching the scalar field to the original mesh geometry. It may be removed entirely by using a scalar field that is slightly smaller than the original mesh. However, if the scalar-field model is too small relative to the original mesh, a small gap is created between the cut surface and the original mesh.
Future work
Higher overall realism would be achieved by incorporating other effects, such as a blood fluid simulation capable of simulating the behavior of blood and sinus fluids at close scales, within a dense and enclosed environment. We are currently investigating application of smoothed particle hydrodynamics and simplified texture-space blood simulation that complement the existing model components. The cut surface is currently un-textured. In some applications a volumetric and/or procedural texturing system could be beneficial for representing internal detail. In sinus surgery, cuts are very bloody and hence internal features, which would be otherwise delivered using surface textures, are concealed. We are also experimenting with pseudorandomly positioned chunked geometric imposters to simulate the fractured pieces of cartilage, and cartilage edges that frequently protrude from cut edges made using the Microdebrider during sinus surgery.
This technique is being incorporated into re-usable software libraries. Once completed, the technique will be applied to a range of models that demonstrate the diversity of applications to which it can be beneficial.
